Angol nyelvű kiadó keresés

2.3-es információs anyag

Vén László, Pécs 7630, Zsolnay u. 25., Hungary, e-mail: aspektus@moetrius.hu

For book publishers
Dear Publisher,

Subject: look for publisher

A book series specialized on natural science-scope has been completed and I am
looking for an experienced publisher to publish it as well as I would like to find
distribution connections for put it on the market.
The books form an educational series, entitled Aspect. The summary of the space
theory expounded in the first five books can be found in the sixth, entitled Synthesis,
therefore I would like to publish this one first.
The book has not got an usual theme or it is not a bestseller, but a space theoretical
system, an explanation of a newly recognised connexion-system, which gives answers
to questions of nature-knowledge not clarified so far, however can be interesting to
everyone.
The books reveal and prove the existence of an ancient, cosmic knowledge, the exact
knowledge of developed mind and natural laws. The books prove the truth of the
natural laws known by the ancient civilizations, the Inca, Mesopotamian and Egyptian
pyramid-builders and the druids, written in the Book of Revelations, the principles of
the natural energies operative in every age universally.
The books reveal gravity working as not an attractive force, the essence and function of
the matter and the life organization, the ion-based particle organization origin of the life
based on protein.
The themes of the books are connected, educational material partly built to each other;
publishing it collective or in only one book does not seem to be a good solution. The
sixth book, called Synthesis shows the understandable logical system and analogy of
space organizing a little bit fluently and clearly. Several illustrations and relaxations
relating the connections with practical examples make the difficult matter easier,
revealing pretty much novelties. The material does not contain formulas, however it
states clear comparisons showing the consequences of the life and the (living) matter
organization, the changes in the starspace and the weather on Earth. The strength of
the books is revealing and solving some space-physical connection and paradox not
yet been publishing scientifially so far, moreover the presenting of the real
function of the living Universe and matter organization around us.
If the first edition of the book can be put on to the market successfully it could lay a
really great reprint claim and the publishing in a foreign language (suitable in English)
could require a big size of edition reprint. As an enclosure of this letter you can find the
version of the reviewers without a title page. The versions with title page can be found
on the www.pecsiglas.hu website. If you are interested in the publishing or the cooperation in it, I can give you the raw material on floppy disc or printed form, edited in
Word, A/4 format, but only in the case of concrete co-operation intention.
I am looking forward your response very truly.
01-06-2004, Pécs

Yours faithfully: Vén László

